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Resort /Almanzora Bay Non-Resident Members have all the same privileges
as Resident Members, i.e. as per usual golf club membership, but pay a much
smaller joining fee and annual subscription that allows up to 40 free rounds per
year every year, reflecting the fact that the Non-Resident will not be using the
golf course full time nor indeed for much of the time. The precise number of
rounds allowed has been set so as to exceed the actual estimated requirements
of the average individual Non-Resident Member or Partner Member, allowing, by
way of example, up to 5 rounds a week for up to eight weeks a year. This builds
in flexibility around the average number of rounds that the fees are actually set to recover.
This flexibility, for the Resort/Almanzora Bay Non-Resident Member, is then extended by the allowance of a
further 35 rounds, available at a much reduced rate. Thus, in the event that a Non-Resident Member wishes,
or is able, to play more from time to time, then they may play up to 35 extra rounds at the Members Special
Green Fee Rate, currently at 55% less than the standard green fee during Low and High Season respectively.
This gives a total of 75 rounds per year at very much reduced rates, above which full Resort/Almanzora Bay
Resident Membership kicks in as a more economic proposition for all Resort /Almanzora Bay Members.
This type of Membership may of course also suit someone, who is actually resident on the resort for all or a
significant part of the year, but who does not actually plan to play so much golf over the year, especially given
the flexibility of the extra rounds at the concessionary rate.
Non-Resident Members also have the opportunity to invite an unlimited number of Family Member Guests and
up to 75 Member’s Non-family Guests during any year of membership. Both benefit from a green fee rate that
is currently 55% less than the standard green fee during Low and High Season respectively.
Resort /Almanzora Bay Non-Resident Members may nominate a Non-Resident Partner Member to form a
joint membership, in which case the Partner receives a further benefit in a reduction of 25% off the Annual
subscription fee.
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Resort /Almanzora Bay Non-Resident Junior Members have all the same
privileges as Resident Junior Members, i.e. as per usual golf club membership,
but pay a much smaller joining fee and annual subscription that provides 20 Free
rounds per year, reflecting the fact that they will only be using the golf course
during the part of their school holidays.
In the event that they are able to play more from time to time, then Resort /
Almanzora Bay Non-Resident Junior Members may play up to 35 extra rounds at
the Members Special Green Fee Rate, as described above.
The Member may also nominate a Non-Resident Junior Partner Member to form a
joint membership, in which case, the Partner Member will enjoy a 25% reduction
in the corresponding annual subscription fee.
Resort/Almanzora Bay Non-Resident Junior Members also have the opportunity to invite an unlimited
number of Family Member Guests and up to 55 Member’s Non-family Guests during the year of
membership. Both benefit from a green fee rate that is currently 55% less than the standard green fee
during Low and High Season respectively.

